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Purpose: To improve the robustness of existing chemical shift encoding-based
water–fat separation methods by incorporating a priori information of the magnetic
field distortions in complex-based water–fat separation.

Methods: Four major field contributions are considered: inhomogeneities of the
scanner magnet, the shim field, an object-based field map estimate, and a residual
field. The former two are completely determined by spherical harmonic expansion
coefficients directly available from the magnetic resonance (MR) scanner. The
object-based field map is forward simulated from air–tissue interfaces inside the field
of view (FOV). The missing residual field originates from the object outside the FOV
and is investigated by magnetic field simulations on a numerical whole body phan-
tom. In vivo the spatially linear first-order component of the residual field is
estimated by measuring echo misalignments after demodulation of other field contri-
butions resulting in a linear residual field. Gradient echo datasets of the cervical and
the ankle region without and with shimming were acquired, where all four contribu-
tions were incorporated in the water–fat separation with two algorithms from the
ISMRM water–fat toolbox and compared to water–fat separation with less incorpo-
rated field contributions.

Results: Incorporating all four field contributions as demodulation steps resulted in
reduced temporal and spatial phase wraps leading to almost swap-free water–fat sepa-
ration results in all datasets.

Conclusion: Demodulating estimates of major field contributions reduces the phase
evolution to be driven by only small differences in local tissue susceptibility, which
supports the field smoothness assumption of existing water–fat separation techniques.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Chemical shift encoding-based water–fat imaging (WFI) has
a wide range of clinical applications including fat suppres-
sion1,2 and fat quantification.3,4 In WFI, magnetic field

distortions are modeled as a nonlinear “field map” parameter
in a complex water–fat signal model.5 If the field map term
is known, the linear water and fat parameters can be deter-
mined unambiguously. However, if the field map is
unknown and there is no reasonable a priori estimate of the
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field map, solving the water–fat separation problem can
result in ambiguous solutions often appearing as the infa-
mous water–fat swaps—regions in the WFI output images,
where the water and fat signal seem to be interchanged.1,6

To resolve water–fat swaps in WFI, there are many algo-
rithms available that rely on the assumption that the field map
term resembling the magnetic field in the MR scanner during
a scan is a spatially smooth function.7–14 Given good
enough field map estimates in the neighborhood of a voxel
(seeds), the assumption of an only mildly varying field
map term over voxels allows to limit the range of possible
field map values in that voxel, which can mitigate the
ambiguity problem of the water–fat separation.1 However,
in cases where the assumption of field map smoothness
over the voxel range is not met or reliable seed voxels are
not available, water–fat separation remains challenging.

A recent work proposed the use of object-based informa-
tion of the magnetic field to obtain a valuable field map initial-
ization for standard WFI algorithms.15 In this work, field
distortions due to the object in the scanner are simulated start-
ing from a rough estimate of the susceptibility map of the
object in the scanner, which is a binary tissue–air mask of the
FOV assigned corresponding susceptibilities. A demodulation
of the so-called object-based fast field map estimate
(OBFFME) from the complex source images served the role
of the initialization of several standard water–fat separation
algorithms from the ISMRM water–fat toolbox16 and was
shown to resolve many water–fat swaps in challenging anato-
mies in which air–tissue interfaces create field map terms fast
varying in space. However, the air–tissue susceptibility map
obtained in the OBFFME method by thresholding only holds
information of the object inside the FOV, which results in a
missing residual field after the demodulation of the OBFFME.
Furthermore, results were shown primarily at 1.5 T and with-
out considering the effect of other field map contributions.17,18

The purpose of the present work is to develop a field map
demodulation method for WFI considering—in addition to
the previously proposed OBFFME15—the magnetic field
contribution from the missing residual field, inhomogeneities
of the scanner magnet and the shimming gradients, all at 3 T.

2 | THEORY

Assuming the widely used single-R�
2 multi-fat-peak water–fat

voxel signal model

ŝn5 W1cnFð Þeði2pfB2R�
2Þtn ;
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(1)

the complex signal at the n-th echo ŝn � ŝðtnÞ; n51; . . . ;N is
composed of the complex signal of water W and fat F that

share a common transverse relaxation rate R�
2. The fat signal

is modeled by an a priori known spectrum with P spectral
peaks of corresponding relative amplitudes ap and chemical
shifts Dfp.

19 The spatially dependent field map, fB � fBðrÞ,
accounts for the averaged magnetic field changes in a voxel
affecting the effective precession frequency of each spectral
peak and as such has a strong nonlinear effect on the phase
of the signal ŝn. We model four different field map
contributions:

fB5
g

2p
DB01Bshim1Bv̂1Brð Þ; (2)

the scanner magnet inhomogeneities DB0, the shim field
Bshim, the object-based field map estimate Bv̂ and a residual
field Br. g is the proton’s gyromagnetic ratio.

2.1 | Contribution of scanner magnet
inhomogeneities

The volume inside a MR scanner, where the main magnetic
field itself is relatively constant, is limited to a region around
the iso-center. In scans with large FOV or at large offcenter
locations the main magnetic field is not constant in the whole
imaging volume. Based on the magnet design of the scanner,
the inhomogeneities of the main magnetic field can be
described by a spherical harmonic expansion:

DB0ðrÞ5
XL
‘51

XL
m52L

CDB0
‘m Y‘mðr;/; uÞ; (3)

with the spherical harmonic functions Y‘m of order ‘ and
degree m with corresponding coefficients CDB0

‘m up to a maxi-
mum order L. These coefficients typically do not change
from scan to scan and are determined by the hardware and
its calibration.

2.2 | Contribution of shim field

When an object is placed in the main magnetic field,
depending on its susceptibility the object gets magnetized
and becomes itself a source of magnetic field.20 To counter
the magnetic field distortions due to the susceptibility-
induced object-based field Bv, shimming is routinely used
in clinical MR scans. After a 1D or 2D sequence module
for measuring the object-based magnetic field Bv prior to
the actual scan, electrical currents through special shim
coils are computed to best possibly compensate for Bv.
These coils are designed to create certain spherical har-
monic magnetic fields and are therefore also typically
described by a spherical harmonic expansion like Equation
3 with different coefficients Cshim

‘;m . While clinical systems
up to 3 T often only have coils that can produce shim fields
up to order L5 2, high-field systems have shim coils pro-
ducing fields up to order L5 3 or higher. Since the
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magnetic field in the scanner changes from scan to scan,
the coefficients Cshim

‘m can be newly calculated and set
before each scan. Spherical harmonics in Cartesian form
are typically used for shimming (see Appendix).

2.3 | Contribution of object-based field map

The magnetic field distortions that the shim field tries to
compensate for are mainly created by the object in the scan-
ner. Given a susceptibility map v of the whole object and
assuming B05B0ez, the resulting susceptibility-induced field
map distortions Bv can be approximated in the forward
model

BvðrÞ5B0 d � vð ÞðrÞ; (4)

with the dipole kernel

dðrÞ5
0; for r50

3cos 2u21

4pjrj3 ; for r 6¼ 0
;

8><
>:

which at the origin r50 is set to a “DC offset” of 0.21–23 A
susceptibility map of the whole object is typically not avail-
able and information about it can normally only be obtained
from a scan with a FOV smaller than the object itself.
According to Equation 4, the object’s total susceptibility-
induced field is, therefore, separated in the so-called object-

based field map estimate Bv̂ and a residual field Br created
by the object’s susceptibility distribution outside the FOV24:

Bv5Bv̂1Br:

3 | METHODS

In four separate steps, the theoretical contributions to the
field map (2) are estimated and demodulated from the com-
plex source data prior to standard WFI algorithms. Figure 1
gives a flowchart overview of the proposed method, where
each step is described in detail in the following sections.

3.1 | Scanner magnet inhomogeneities term

The information about the inhomogeneities of the scanner
magnet was directly available in the scanner software as the
coefficients CDB0

‘;m of the spherical harmonic expansion in
Equation 3 in the scanner x–y–z system. To be able to
demodulate DB0, it was then transformed to matrix size,
voxel size, and orientation of the complex source images.

3.2 | Shim field term

The shim coefficients up to order L5 2 were calculated by
the scanner and available through the scanner software

FIGURE 1 Flowchart of the proposedmethod: four three-dimensional field map contributions (second row) are estimated from the coefficientsC...
‘;m

of spherical harmonic expansions and the complex source images (magnitude and phase): magnet inhomogeneitiesDB0, shim field Bshim, and object-based
field map Bv̂ (computed through an object-based fast field map estimation15) and a residual linear fieldBr (computed through a linear field estimation).
Each field map contribution is demodulated (dashed arrows) from the phase before the input into a chemical shift encoding-basedwater–fat imaging (WFI)
algorithm to separate water and fat images
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similar to the coefficients CDB0
‘;m , but given in Cartesian scan-

ner coordinates equal to the conventions in Ref. 25 given in
the Appendix. The same transformation as for DB0 needed to
be applied before demodulation.

3.3 | Object-based field map term

An object-based field map estimate was obtained by the
method described in Ref. 15. A maximum intensity projec-
tion across echoes was thresholded at 5% of its maximum
value. The resulting binary tissue mask was assigned a sus-
ceptibility value of vðtissueÞ528:42 ppm, the average of
the reported susceptibilities of water, vðwaterÞ529:05 ppm,
and fat, vðfatÞ527:79 ppm, inside the tissue region and
vðairÞ5 0.34 ppm for the outside air region.26,27 From the
obtained crude two-component susceptibility map, the
OBFFME was forward simulated with Equation 4 by zero-
padding the susceptibility by a factor of 2 in all dimensions,
solving the convolution in Fourier-space and removing the
padding again. Lastly, the object-based field map was cen-
tered around its mean value inside the tissue region to not
alter the center resonance frequency of the scan data once
the object-based field map was demodulated.15

3.4 | Residual field term

The yielded OBFFME is able to detect strong field changes
near air–tissue interfaces inside the FOV. Background fields
from tissue susceptibility sources �v outside the FOV cannot
be incorporated in the OBFFME and are therefore still
encoded in the phase evolution of the demodulated signal s0n.
Through computer simulations it has recently been shown
that forward simulations of the object-based field map with a
FOV smaller than the object tend to result in a linear residual
field.28 We therefore model the resulting residual field as a
spatially linear field contribution

BrðrÞ5B0ðd � �vÞðrÞ52par; (5)

with slope 2pa and location r. Due to the Fourier shifting
theorem, this linear field corresponds to a constant shift in
the Fourier domain of the n-th echo source image,
SnðkÞ5FFTfsnðrÞg. After the demodulation of the other
field contributions the source images were bilaterally zero-
padded in the direction where the FOV clips the object
before applying a 3D fast Fourier transformation. Figure 4
gives an overviewing flowchart of the linear field estima-
tion step. The distance of the maximum of the k-space mag-
nitude with respect to the volumetric center of k-space
corresponds to a shift Dkn for each echo n. With the
assumption of a linear residual field as the origin of that lin-
ear k-space shift, the measured Dk should then be linear
across echo times tn

Dkn52atn: (6)

Due to experimental inaccuracies in the estimation of
Dkn, possibly due to phase errors in the signal sn, it is impor-
tant to stabilize the estimated linear phase contribution gBrtn
52pknr across echo times instead of directly demodulating
the measured 2pknr. Anything but a perfect linear time
dependence of Dkn would interfere with the assumed signal
model (1). Therefore, we linearly fitted the measured Dkn
against the echo times tn as Dkn52atn1b, which directly
holds the slope a in Equation 5. According to Equation 6 the
intercept b should be zero. Generally, we observed that Dkn
was well described by a linear time dependence, however pos-
sible phase errors especially in the first echo, which is more
prone to those errors,29 can lead to worse fittings with a consid-
erably nonzero intercept b. This was countered by replacing
the first echo point by the origin in the Dk-t plane and fitting
only Dki52ati1b with i50; 2; 3; . . . ;N and Dk05t050,
which yields fit parameters closer to the assumption (6). The
possible content of the intercept b is discussed below.

To investigate the validity of the residual field being lin-
ear in the case of the present in vivo scans, a numerical simu-
lation based on the Duke phantom was performed similar to
Ref. 30. The whole body mesh data were converted into a
three-dimensional volume corresponding to a susceptibility
map of 1.5 mm isotropic resolution. Three tissue regions
together with the air region were assigned magnetic suscepti-
bility values of 211.31 ppm for bone,26 29.04 ppm for soft
tissue/water,31 0.40 ppm for air,31 and 4.32 ppm for lung.32

The above susceptibility values were referenced to air, so the
outside region had 0 ppm susceptibility. The object’s suscep-
tibility map is shown in the first column of Figure 2. The cor-
responding field map in the cervical region was forward
simulated as described above via Equation 4 with four differ-
ent model sizes in the head–feet direction (HF0–HF3). Line
profiles in head–feet direction through the middle of the cen-
ter slice for each cropped model size (HF1–HF3) were com-
pared to the same profile of the whole body field map (HF0)
and their differences were linearly fitted in the head–feet
region. The same simulation was repeated for the right leg of
the Duke phantom (see Figure 3).

3.5 | In vivo measurements

To test the proposed method in an anatomy difficult for WFI
due to concave geometries and many air–tissue interfaces,
we scanned the cervical region of 10 healthy volunteers (6
female, 4 male, average age [27:762:8 years]) in a 3 T scan-
ner (Ingenia, Philips, Release 5.1.8, Best, The Netherlands);
Informed written consent by all volunteers and approval by
the institutional review board (Klinikum rechts der Isar,
Technical University of Munich, Munich, Germany) was
granted beforehand. All scans used a multi-echo gradient
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echo sequence with flyback gradients (monopolar) acquiring
three echoes with one shot in a single TR, with TEmin5 1.06
ms, DTE5 1.6 ms, flip angle5 38, orientation5 coronal,
readout direction5 feet–head, FOV5 45034503224 mm3,
acquisition voxel size5 23234 mm3, bandwidth/
pixel5 1924.2 Hz, scan time5 1:08.7 minutes. Each cervi-
cal region per subject was scanned twice—once without any
shim gradients and once with the default shim option
switched on, where the shim volume was covering the whole
FOV. This resulted in a total of 20 datasets to test the repro-
ducibility of the proposed method across subjects.

Spherical harmonic expansion coefficients of the scanner
magnet inhomogeneities and the shim field were automatically
written to the raw data by modifications of the Gyrotools
Recon Frame scanner patch33 and later extracted from the raw
data with the MRecon software,33 which was also used to
reconstruct the raw data and transform the field contributions
to the same coordinate system.

To estimate the effect of concomitant gradients and k-
space misalignments due to gradient delays, we performed
one coronal scan of the cervical region with the same
sequence as described above, but with the implemented

scanner option to calculate the concomitant gradients online as
well as an additional measurement of first order echo misalign-
ments. The echo misalignments were measured by enabling
the repetition of the monopolar gradient readout through the k-
space center with opposite polarity and without any phase
encoding gradients similar to the method described in Ref. 34.
The same scan was repeated axially to cover the case where
the readout dimension is anterior–posterior, different from the
body axis along which the FOV clips the imaging object. For
comparison the axial dataset and all estimated field map contri-
butions where reformatted to the coronal perspective.

The proposed method was also tested in a different anat-
omy also typically challenging for WFI. The left ankle of
one volunteer was scanned with the same sequence, also
with two different frequency encoding directions, along the
feet–head axis and the anterior–posterior axis.

3.6 | Demodulation of field map terms

Demodulation of all field map contributions is done by

s0n5sne2ig DB01Bshim1Bv̂1Brð Þtn ;
which results in a complex signal modeled as

FIGURE 2 Object-based fast field map estimates of a numerical whole body susceptibility phantom based onDuke30: Starting from a susceptibility
map v (Column 1) with values stated at the end of Section 3, four object-based field maps Bv (Column 2, 3) are forward simulated via Equation 4, each
with a different head–feet coverage (HF0–HF3). Visual comparisons inside a FOV equal in size to HF1 shows different results based on the head–feet cov-
erage of the initial susceptibility map. Line plots show that the difference (blue) between the field map of the whole body simulation (yellow) and the
cropped coverage (red) can be approximated by a linear function, indicated by a linear fit (black) in the FOVHF1
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s0n5 W1cnFð Þeði2pw2R�
2Þtn ;

where the term w is now small compared to fB in Equation 1,
so that the smoothness assumption of the WFI algorithm is
supported.

3.7 | Water–fat separation
Water–fat separation was performed with two previously
published methods with MATLAB implementations avail-
able in the ISMRM water–fat toolbox16: a hierarchical
IDEAL11 and a graph cut algorithm.6 The default settings of
most algorithmic parameters as provided in the toolbox were
kept. Only the range of field map values was adapted for the
graph cut algorithm to allow values between [21000 Hz,
1000 Hz] in steps of 4 Hz. For the assumed fat spectrum, a
10-peaks fat model was used as previously measured in
bone-marrow.35

Three different post-processing schemes were performed:
(1) standard water–fat separation with the raw source signal
as direct input to the WFI algorithms without any demodula-
tions, (2) the previously published method15 with demodula-
tion of the object-based field map estimate as the only

preprocessing step, and (3) the proposed method with all
four demodulation steps.

Based on the water and fat images of the WFI results of
all volunteer scans in the cervical region, datasets were visu-
ally rated and categorized in datasets with and without
water–fat swaps, where regions in the heart and only a few
voxels close to the object boundaries were not regarded. The
overall counts of datasets with and without residual water–fat
swaps served as a more global metric on how the proposed
method performed in a challenging anatomy across all 20
datasets.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Numerical simulation results

Columns 2 and 3 of Figure 2 show the results of the Duke
phantom simulation. The line profiles in Column 4 show that
the difference in the field maps (red) of a whole body simula-
tion (HF0, yellow) to a smaller size simulation (HF1–HF3,
light blue) are for the most part linear in the head–feet direc-
tion, which is also confirmed by the linear fit of the differ-
ence (black) inside the FOV (HF1 in Column 4). As more

FIGURE 3 Similar to Figure 2: Simulation of the object-based fast field map estimation in the ankle with the numerical whole body susceptibility
phantom based onDuke.30 The object-based fast field map estimate is computed for three different head–feet coverages (HF1–HF3) of only the right leg
and related to the whole body simulation. Line plots show that the difference (blue) between the field map of the whole body simulation (yellow) and the
cropped coverage (red). The residual linear field slope is indicated by a linear fit (black) in the FOVHF1. Note how the slope of the linear fit of the residual
field decreases for larger head–feet coverages
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coverage in head–feet direction is used for the simulation,
the slope of the linear fit vanishes, which indicates that the
residual field is created by the cropped objects regions out-
side the FOV. The same effect can be seen from the results
of the numerical simulation of Duke’s leg shown in Figure 3.

4.2 | In vivo WFI results

The phase of all echoes after stepwise demodulation of each
estimated field map contribution gradually becomes more

homogeneous with less phase wraps, which improves the
intermediate WFI results until swap-free water–fat separation
is achieved, as shown in Figure 5. The demodulation of the
scanner magnet inhomogeneities removes the characteristic
“ripple” phase wraps near the edge of the FOV (red arrows).
More phase wraps are clearly removed by demodulating the
shim field (blue arrow). In the concave neck regions it is eas-
ily observable how the demodulation of the object-based
field map spatially flattens the phase (orange arrows). After
the OBFFME demodulation step, the number of phase wraps
almost perpendicular to the head–feet direction increases

FIGURE 4 Flow chart illustrating proposed residual linear field estimation. After the demodulation of all other field map contributions, the complex
multi-echo source data is first zero-padded in the dimension where the FOV crops the imaging object. Second, each echo is Fourier-transformed and the
offset of the voxel of maximum k-space energy and the k-space center is measured. The fitted slope of measured offsets versus echo time yields the a in
Equation 6
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with echo time (green arrow). This indicates the residual lin-
ear background field contribution, which is removed from
the phase evolution by the linear field demodulation step,
resulting in homogeneous phase images in space and time,
which furthermore allows for swap-free water–fat separation.

To determine the performance of the proposed method
over a larger number of acquired volunteer scans, Table 1
sums up the cervical datasets that show water–fat swaps
somewhere in the imaging volume disregarding the heart and
the very edge voxels of the object. Numbers in parenthesis
do not count the characteristic ripples at the edge of the FOV
due to the scanner magnet inhomogeneities. None of the
WFI algorithms were able to reconstruct swap-free results on
their own. While the previous method15 is able to reduce
only few swaps if no shimming is used, the proposed method
leads to a 100% reduction of water–fat swaps for the
hIDEAL algorithm and a significant reduction from 20 to 5
datasets suffering swaps for the graph cut algorithm. In these
nonresolved graph cut datasets, fat suppression was still
good; remaining swaps would not reduce clinical evaluation
as only a few slices showed a few swapped voxels on a thin
fringe line, which might be resolvable by further optimizing
the parameters of the water–fat separation algorithm.

Figure 6 shows the water images of two example datasets
with shim off (left) and shim on (right), where only the pro-
posed method was able to successfully resolve all water–fat
swaps. Arrows point to regions, where the additional field

map contributions could remove characteristic swaps.
Although some datasets reconstructed by both algorithms
without (“std. WFI”) and with (“previous”) the OBFFME
demodulation showed good water–fat separation, all datasets
suffered from high frequency water–fat swaps at the same
location where the scanner magnet inhomogeneities cause
ripple phase wraps. These ripple like water–fat swaps were
resolved in all cases by the demodulation of the scanner
magnet inhomogeneities.

Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of two remaining field
map contributions—concomitant gradients and gradient
delay echo misalignments. In the same scheme as Figure 5,
the evolving phase images and the intermediate hIDEAL
WFI results are shown columnwise after demodulation of
each field map contribution. To compare the order of magni-
tude of the effect of each field contribution on the phase, the
two terms UgraddelayðtÞ5agraddelayrt=x0 and UconcomðtÞ5g

Bconcomt=x0 are displayed, where agraddelay is the measured k-
space shift due to gradient delays, Bconcom is the concomitant
gradient field, and x0 is the center frequency. Column 1
starts with the phase images after demodulation of the scan-
ner magnet inhomogeneities, the shim field and the
OBFFME. While Figure 7 shows the coronal scan with the
frequency–phase–slice encoding coordinates indicated in the
upper left, Figure 8 shows the coronal reformatting of the
dataset from the same volunteer which was scanned axially
and therefore has a different frequency–phase–slice encoding

FIGURE 5 Example of stepwise demodulation of field map contributions. First row shows scanner magnet inhomogeneitiesDB0, shim fieldBshim,
object-based field map Bv̂, residual linear field Br. Row 2 shows phase images of the third echo at TE3. Row 3 shows fat images of intermediate hIDEAL11

results. Each column shows the phase and fat images after the additional demodulation of the field map contribution in row 1. Arrows indicate specific fea-
tures of field map contributions that are removed from the phase images by the demodulation step. Extended version, Supporting Information Figure S1
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coordinate system. While in the former case (Figure 7) the
frequency-encoding direction is parallel to the body axis on
which the object is clipped by the FOV, in the latter case
(Figure 8) the two directions are perpendicular. By compar-
ing Figures 7 and 8, one can see that the residual field that
was assumed to be linear along the axis of the object region
outside the FOV is not only much larger than the concomi-
tant gradients and gradient delay contributions but also sepa-
rable when the clip axis and the frequency-encoding axis is
not the same.

Figure 9 similarly shows the stepwise results of the pro-
posed method for the shim-off ankle scan with alternating
frequency- and phase-encoding directions. Due to the smaller
FOV and the geometry of the anatomy, the magnet inhomo-
geneities are smaller and ripple-creating field variation are
only present in air regions inside the FOV, which is why the
magnet inhomogeneity column is not displayed. In this sce-
nario without shimming, the WFI algorithms cannot resolve
the swap in the leg as illustrated by the graph cut results in
rows 4 and 5. The presence of phase wraps along the body
axis indicates a linear residual field contribution after the
demodulation of the object-based field map estimate. After
the proposed demodulation of the estimated residual linear
field, the graph cut algorithm yields swap-free water–fat
images. This is true in both subplots of Figure 9, where the
frequency and phase encoding directions are switched, which
shows that the residual linear field remains varying along the
head–feet axis and is independent of encoding directions.

5 | DISCUSSION

The focus of the present study was to develop a method to
improve WFI in challenging anatomical regions by reducing
water–fat swaps via a better field map initialization of exist-
ing algorithms. Compared to the previous work,15 three

TABLE 1 Number of cervical datasets showing water–fat swaps
(numbers in parenthesis do not count the characteristic ripples at the
edge of the FOV due to the scanner magnet inhomogeneities)

hIDEAL Graph cut

Total Shim off Shim on Total Shim off Shim on

std. WFI 20 (16) 10 (6) 10 (10) 20 (10) 10 (7) 10 (3)

previous 20 (14) 10 (4) 10 (10) 20 (11) 10 (5) 10 (6)

proposed 0 0 0 5 2 3

Compared are the results of two algorithms—hIDEAL11 and graph cut6—in
two scans with and without shimming, where three different processing
schemes were performed: Standard water–fat imaging (std. WFI) without any
demodulation steps, the previously investigated method15 with one demodula-
tion steps (previous), and the proposed method with four incorporated demodu-
lation steps (proposed).

FIGURE 6 Comparison of the proposedmethod to previousmethods without (“std.WFI”) and with (“previous”) a single demodulation step of the
object-based field map estimate before twoWFI methods.6,11Water images of theWFI results, shown for one case with shim off (left two columns) and
one case with shim on (right two columns). Only the proposedmethod solved the water–fat separation correctly resulting in swap-free water–fat separation
in the shown datasets. WFI results for the two algorithms can be subject to different scaling as the images are direct output of the implementations
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additional contributions to the field map were taken into
account: inhomogeneities of the scanner magnet, the shim
field, and a susceptibility-induced field from object field
sources outside the FOV.

As clinical scanners only have shim coils that can pro-
duce spherical harmonic fields up to a certain order, the shim
field will never totally compensate for the object-based field.
In Ref. 15, it was therefore recommended to not perform
shimming and only rely on the demodulation of the object-
based field map estimate. In the presented in vivo measure-
ments without shimming, WFI with solely demodulating the
OBFFME could only resolve swaps in 2 out of 10 datasets
compared to WFI without any demodulation.

The characteristic ripples at the edge of the large-FOV
phase images come from high orders in the spherical harmonic
expansion of the scanner magnet inhomogeneities, which have
very high field map values compared to the other contributions
(Figure 5, top row). Such strong scanner magnet inhomogene-
ities can lead to increased intra-voxel dephasing and conse-
quently signal loss, which was observed in some datasets at the
top of the skull. Having the shim options on and later

demodulating it, proved successful in avoiding some of such
intravoxel dephasing-induced signal losses (not shown).

The coarse two-component object-based field map esti-
mate is targeted to simulate the large field map variations
originating from the air–tissue interfaces inside the FOV and
faces three main challenges. First, the OBFFME is only
applicable in 3D-tomography and not in 2D imaging techni-
ques where there are a limited number of slices. Second, the
thresholding process in the OBFFME to obtain the initial
crude two-component susceptibility map falsely assigns sig-
nal voids due to short T2/T�

2 bone regions to also have the
susceptibility of air. This leads to only very few incorrectly
estimated voxels in the brain and did not significantly dimin-
ish the quality of the water–fat separation. In anatomies
where no air is located inside the tissue, for example, in the
extremities, it is easy to assign the susceptibility of bone to
any signal voids inside the object and simulate the OBFFME
starting with a three-component susceptibility map (air, tis-
sue, bone). Third, neglecting susceptibility sources outside
the FOV proved to be of much higher importance than the
mis-assignment of susceptibility in air/bone regions.

FIGURE 7 Example of stepwise demodulation of two additional field map contributions—concomitant gradients and gradient delays—in coronal
scans of the cervical region. Row 1 displays the field map contributions. Columns display phase at the latest echo TE3 and fat images from intermediate
hIDEAL11 results after demodulating scanner magnet inhomogeneitiesDB0, shim field Bshim, object-based field map Bv̂ (Column 1) and after additionally
demodulating concomitant gradients (Column 2), gradient delays (Column 3), and residual linear field Br (Column 4). Note that the residual linear field Br
is an order of magnitude greater than the phase termUgraddelayðTE3Þ5agraddelayrTE3=x0 resulting from the measured k-space shift agraddelay due to gradient
delays.x0 is the center frequency. Here, the dimension in which the FOV crops the object coincides with the frequency dimension. The phase term
UgraddelayðTE3Þ5gBconcomTE3=x0 is two orders of magnitude smaller than the estimated residual linear field. Extended version, Supporting Information
Figure S2
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The phase images after the third demodulation step
showed a missing linear field map contribution and k-
space shifts increasing with the echo time. The forward
simulation based on the Duke four-component suscepti-
bility map showed the presence of a residual field term
originating from object regions that lie outside of the
FOV. The relation of the extent of the clipped object
regions to the object region inside the FOV influences the
nonlinearity (and monotony) of the residual field term
along the axis where the FOV clips the objects, most
often the body axis. This heuristic result was also
obtained in a previous work.28 Here, we approximated the
residual field by only its first order, which allowed to esti-
mate its presence by a shift in k-space, which linearly
depends on echo time.

Instead of demodulating the OBFFME and then meas-
uring a residual linear field, one could also try to interpolate
the susceptibility map from the thresholding step in the
OBFFME method beyond the FOV, for example, by using a
replicative padding of the edge voxels instead of zero-
padding in the forward simulation step. While this can work
in scenarios where the object regions outside the FOV are
fairly cylindrically shaped, in general mismatch between true
and interpolated geometry lead to the introduction of more
artificial field contributions.

Once the k-space shifts are measured, a robust fit (6) of
the Dkn-tn slope a needs to be performed. We found that
neglecting the shift of the first echo and instead using the
point t050 where the shift should be zero resulted in the best
performance of the currently tested WFI algorithms. Neglect-
ing the first echo shift improves the fit as the phase image of
the first echo is known to be more prone to phase errors.29

With the assumption of a linear background field one can
also subsequently deduce that at the interpolated zero echo
time, no shift in k-space should be present. In our gradient
echo sequence with flyback gradients, there are also other
possible origins of linear phase shifts, such as gradient delays
in the hardware or eddy currents, which can lead to the non-
zero intercept b of the linear Dkn–tn fit.34,36 Therefore, if the
frequency-encoding direction is parallel to the axis on
which the FOV clips the object, demodulation of linear field
2pðatn1bÞr might also remove contributions from other pos-
sible origins of linear phase shifts. The cervical and ankle
scans with switched frequency–phase–slice encoding axis
(Figures 7–9) show that the linear phase rolls due to concom-
itant gradients and gradient delays are present and separable
from the estimated residual linear field from object regions
outside the FOV. The residual linear field varies along the
axis on which the FOV clips the objects and the orientations
of concomitant gradients and linear field ramps due to

FIGURE 8 Similar to Figure 7: Stepwise demodulation of field contributions in the dataset from the same volunteer scan with different frequency–
phase–slice encoding coordinate system. The two additional field map contributions—concomitant gradients and gradient delays—remain much smaller
than the estimated residual linear field Br. Here the frequency encoding dimension is perpendicular to the dimension of the cropped object indicating that
the residual field Br cannot be explained by timing errors in the readout. Extended version, Supporting Information Figure S3
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gradient delays depend on the frequency-encoding direction.
However, in scans in which both axes coincide (Figures 7
and 9) the concomitant gradient and the gradient delay con-
tributions were at least an order of magnitude smaller than
the others. This was also confirmed by one dominant compo-
nent in the measured a in Equation 6, precisely the one corre-
sponding to the axis where the object is clipped.

The additional demodulation of the concomitant gra-
dients and artificial field map variations due to echo mis-
alignments caused by gradient delays showed how the
proposed method is easily extensible to also include more
field map contributions. In scans that aim at measuring quan-
titative parameters in the water–fat signal model with more
echoes often in several interleaves, echo-wise concomitant
gradients as well as echo misalignments are more important
than in the here demonstrated qualitative WFI application.34,37

While the present study shows the benefit of incorporat-
ing the described field map contributions as a priori knowl-
edge to the water–fat separation problem, it has several
limitations. First, the results shown here focused on the WFI
performance with respect to fat suppression and used a three
echo sequence to scan the cervical anatomy in a limited num-
ber of volunteers. However, the cervical region is one of the
most challenging areas and the double scanning of each vol-
unteer with two shim options gave 20 datasets that can be
regarded as worst case scenarios of a priori unknown field
distortions, in which, due to the large FOV, WFI was tested
in a high number of slices. The successful applicability of
the proposed method could also be shown in a total of four

ankle scans—in combinations of coronal and axial scans
with and without shim.

Second, only two algorithms from the ISMRM water–fat
toolbox were used to compare the different demodulation/
initialization schemes. Both represent different classes of
algorithms. The hIDEAL algorithm solves the water–fat
problem voxel-wise at multiple scales, whereas the graph cut
algorithm searches an optimal cut through a graph consisting
of all voxels as the graph’s nodes. The available implementa-
tions gave reasonable computation times to perform the dif-
ferent schemes for all acquired datasets. The graph cut
needed approximately up to 30 minutes per data set, the
hIDEAL algorithm only around 30 seconds per data set with-
out significant time dependence on the demodulated field
contributions. Other available implementations of different
algorithms in the toolbox were not studied in the context of
this work, either because they do not assume strictly the
same signal model (1), they try to separate water and fat in
the Fourier domain or they were much slower to be practical
in comparisons of many datasets.

In experimental scenarios where phase information is of
interest, for example, in susceptibility-weighted imaging or
quantitative susceptibility mapping, one is interested in small
phase changes originating from differences in tissue suscepti-
bilities much smaller than between air and tissue. Our pro-
posed method of demodulating most of the largest field
contributions might be viewed as a way of separating those
large phase contributions from the fine “local” phase differ-
ences, resulting in a local tissue field map after a WFI

FIGURE 9 Stepwise demodulation in the ankle dataset with shim off for alternated frequency and phase encoding direction. Left: frequency encoding
direction along feet–head. Right: frequency encoding direction along anterior–posterior. Due to the smaller FOV themagnet inhomogeneities are negligible in
the tissue regions (not shown). Demodulation of the object-based fast fieldmap estimate leaves a linear residual field component. After demodulation of the esti-
mated linear field, the graph cut algorithm is able to resolve all swaps as shown in row 3. Extended version, Supporting Information Figure S4
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algorithm with a nonsmoothed quantitative field map output.
Total field inversion38 on such a field map might also prove
interesting as the presently proposed demodulation step also
resembles a possible preconditioning.

As the proposed method starts from complex source data
and scanner output information independent of the MR pulse
sequence, the technique can therefore also easily be trans-
lated to different sequences such as, for example, bipolar
multi-gradient echo or single- or multi-shot pulse sequences,
whose treatment is outside of the scope of this work. Further-
more, the information about the field map contribution esti-
mated here is potentially valuable in MR application that use
field map estimates for correction purposes such as, for
example, k-space WFI methods, echo planar imaging or
deblurring in nonCartesian imaging.

Example MATLAB code to estimate and demodulate the
considered magnetic field contributions is freely available
for download at https://github.com/maxdiefenbach/MRI_field_
contributions.git (SHA-15 11d95a993fc5c70bc20ebf2b2107
dbe3a3886534). Extended versions of Figures 5–8, and 9 are
available online as supplementary material (Supporting Infor-
mation Figures S1–S4).

6 | CONCLUSION

We proposed a methodological framework for good field
map initialization for WFI through modeling and demodu-
lating four major field map contributions, inhomogeneities
of the scanner magnet, the shim field, an object-based field
estimate and a residual field, from the complex multi-echo
signal prior to standard algorithms. The proposed method
resulted in almost swap-free WFI results and performed sig-
nificantly better than the stand-alone algorithms with and
without demodulation of only the object-based field map
estimate. The complex signal after all four demodulations
contains interesting phase information possibly valuable for
quantitative parameter estimation methods.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found online in
the supporting information tab for this article.

Figure S1 Example of stepwise demodulation of field map
contributions. First row shows scanner magnet inhomoge-
neities DB0, shim field Bshim, object-based field map Bv̂,
residual linear field Br. Rows 2–4 show phase images of
TE1–TE3. Rows 5 and 6 show intermediate hIDEAL result
water and fat images, respectively. Each column shows the
phase and water–fat images after the additional demodula-
tion of the field map contribution in row 1.
Figure S2 Example of stepwise demodulation of two addi-
tional field map contributions—concomitant gradients and gra-
dient delays—in coronal scans of the cervical region. Each
column shows the phase and water–fat images after the addi-
tional demodulation of the field map contribution in row 1.
Rows 2–4 show phase images of TE1–TE3 after demodulating
scanner magnet inhomogeneities DB0, shim field Bshim, object-
based field map Bv̂ (Column 1) and demodulating concomi-
tant gradients (Column 2), gradient delays (Column 3), and
residual linear field Br (Column 4). Rows 5 and 6 show inter-
mediate hIDEAL result water and fat images, respectively.
Figure S3 Stepwise demodulation of field contributions in
the dataset from the same volunteer scan as in Figure 11 but
with different frequency–phase–slice encoding coordinate sys-
tem. The two additional field map contributions—concomitant
gradients and gradient delays—remain much smaller than the
estimated residual linear field Br. Here the frequency encoding
dimension is perpendicular to the dimension of the cropped
object indicating that the residual field Br cannot be explained
by timing errors in the readout.
Figure S4 Stepwise demodulation in the ankle dataset with
shim off for alternated frequency and phase encoding direc-
tion. Left: frequency encoding direction along feet–head.
Right: frequency encoding direction along anterior–posterior.
Due to the smaller FOV the magnet inhomogeneities are neg-
ligible in the tissue regions (not shown). Demodulation of the
object-based fast field map estimate leaves a linear residual
field component. After demodulation of the estimated linear
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field, the graph cut algorithm is able to resolve all swaps as
shown in row 5 and 6.
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APPENDIX

Main field inhomogeneities

Scanner parameters CDB0
‘;0 in units of mT up to ‘max530

describe the inhomogeneities of the main magnetic field as

DB05
X
‘

CDB0
‘;0 Y‘;0;

where only the solid harmonics Y‘;05 r=r0ð Þ‘P‘;0ðcos ðuÞÞ
were needed due to symmetry considerations. P‘;m are the

Legendre polynomials of degree ‘ and order m and r0 is a ref-
erence radius.

Shim field

The shim field was characterized by the eight coefficients of
the expansion in Cartesian spherical harmonics Z, X, Y, Z2,
ZX, ZY, X2–Y2, 2XY that ranged as Cshim

‘;m 2 ½21; 1� mT/m‘,
with the following Cartesian function definitions25:

Z5z

X5x

Y5y

Z25z22
1
2
ðx21y2Þ

ZX5zx

ZY5zy

X22Y25x22y2

2XY52xy
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